Abstract-We propose a framework for multiagent systems in which the agents compute their control actions in real time, based on local information only. The novelty of the proposed framework is that the process of computing a suboptimal control action is divided into two phases: An offline phase and an online phase. In the offline phase, an approximate problem is formulated with a cost function that is close to the optimal cost in some sense and is distributed, that is, the costs of non-neighboring nodes are not coupled. This phase is centralized and is completed before the deployment of the system. In the online phase, the approximate problem is solved in real time by implementing any efficient distributed optimization algorithm. To quantify the performance loss, we derive upper bounds for the maximum error between the optimal performance and the performance under the proposed framework. Finally, the proposed framework is applied to an example setup in which a team of mobile nodes is assigned the task of establishing a communication link between two base stations with minimum energy consumption. We show through simulations that the performance under the proposed framework is close to the optimal performance, and the suboptimal policy can be efficiently implemented online.
for such systems, the utility of computing a feasible control action efficiently can be higher than computing an optimal control action with delay.
In this paper, the focus is on designing local interaction laws for individual agents that are implementable in real time, and have limited communication overhead. In the proposed framework, we divide the process of designing a control policy into two phases: An offline phase and an online phase. The offline phase is executed before the deployment of the system. In this phase, an infinite horizon discounted linear quadratic regulator (LQR) problem is formulated based on prior information of the system like agent's dynamics and information flow topology. The advantage of formulating the problem as an infinite horizon discounted LQR problem is that the optimal cost can be expressed analytically. From the optimal cost structure, we derive an approximate cost function that decouples the cost of non-neighboring agents and formulate an approximate problem (see [1] and [2] for details on approximate dynamic programming). In the online phase, each agent solves its local version of the approximate problem in real time using some efficient distributed optimization algorithm.
To summarize, the main idea presented in this paper is to shift the computational burden offline in formulating an approximate problem that can be solved efficiently online, and can provide stability and minimum performance guarantees. To quantify the performance loss, we derive novel bounds for maximum performance gap between the approximate solution and the optimal solution.
Distributed computation of optimal control action has received significant attention in the last decade (see e.g., [3] [4] [5] , [29] , and [32] ). One popular approach is based on model predictive control (MPC) as presented in [12] , [14] [15] [16] , and [24] . In this approach, convergence to an optimal solution is guaranteed but at the expense of communication of entire trajectories among agents repeatedly. Moreover, strict constraints are imposed on the trajectories of the agents to limit their deviation from nominal trajectories. Consequently, the strategies based on MPC have significant communication overhead and are not always suitable for real-time applications. In [30] , suboptimal solutions were proposed but no bounds were provided for the resulting performance. In [17] , a suboptimal policy was proposed with limited number of communication iterations. Performance guarantees were provided but under strict constraints on problem structure.
Another approach for distributed optimal control was initially presented in [36] in which it was shown that for spatially invari-ant systems, LQR design for infinite-dimensional system diagonalizes exactly as a parameterized family of finite-dimensional LQR problems. In [37] , the structure of the controller was fixed and it was shown that if the assumed structure is quadratic invariant, then the optimal stabilizing feedback matrix can be computed efficiently. Spatial and quadratic invariance can guarantee decentralized controllers with optimal performance but impose strict structural requirements on the systems.
In [31] and [32] , sparsity inducing regularization terms were added to the cost function to design sparse controller architectures. Then, optimal controller matrices with specified sparsity structures were computed by solving optimization problems. In [33] , a similar approach was presented but the sparsity inducing regularization functions were restricted to be convex and the optimal feedback matrix satisfying the desired sparsity structure could be computed by solving convex programs.
In the proposed framework, we do not impose any constraints on the sparsity structure of the controller as in previous works. Instead, we impose the desired sparsity constraints on the cost function to decouple the costs of non-neighboring agents. We start by formulating a problem as an infinite horizon discounted LQR problem. Since the optimal cost of LQR problems have known analytical expressions, the problem can be reformulated as an equivalent one-stage lookahead problem with optimal cost to go as terminal cost. This terminal cost is a quadratic function of a positive definite (PD) matrix K, which is a solution to an algebraic Riccati equation, that couples the costs of all the agents in the network. For a system with fixed communication network, the matrix K can be computed offline before the system is deployed. We compute it offline and use it to derive an approximate cost to go function that decouples the cost of non-neighboring agents. Using this approximate cost function, we formulate an approximate dynamic program with one-step lookahead. Therefore, the original trajectory optimization problem over an infinite horizon is approximated by a parameter optimization problem. To solve this parameter optimization problem, distributed optimization algorithms exist that guarantee convergence to the centralized solution Distributed optimization in multiagent system has been an active area of research for a long time (see, e.g., [18] [19] [20] , [28] , [29] , [34] , and [35] ). Subgradient-based algorithms like [20] can guarantee convergence to an optimal solution by communication among neighbors only. These algorithms have slow convergence and have significant communication overhead. Decompositionbased algorithms ( [18] and [19] ) or ADMM-based algorithms ( [28] and [34] ) converge faster as compared to subgradientbased algorithms. However, these algorithms require communication among the agents with coupled costs. Therefore, for optimal solutions, these algorithms require communication among all the agents in the network. In the proposed framework, the approximate cost of each agent is coupled to its neighbors only, and the decomposition or ADMM-based algorithms can be implemented efficiently.
For any approximate or suboptimal solution, it is imperative to assess how much performance can be lost because of the approximation. For the proposed framework, we derive novel bounds on the maximum performance gap between the optimal solution and the approximate solution. Since our main application is mobile robots (ground or aerial vehicles), the state space is entire R 2N or R 3N , where N is the number of the agents in the network. Therefore, we define compact sets that are invariant under the proposed policies to ensure the effectiveness of the performance bounds.
Finally, we consider an example setup in which a collection of relay nodes is deployed to establish a communication link between two base stations for a long period of time. The task is to find an energy efficient distributed mobility strategy to move the relay nodes to optimal locations such that the total energy consumption is minimized. We apply our framework to this system and demonstrate via simulations that the resulting approximate policy can be efficiently implemented in real time, and its performance is almost the same as the optimal policy.
A. Notation
We denote a graph by G = (V, E) where V = {1, 2, . . . , N} is the set of vertices and E = {(i, j) | i, j ∈V} is the set of edges. Graph G is undirected if its links are bidirectional ((i, j) ∈ E iff (j, i) ∈ E). The neighborhood set of node i is
and the cardinality of this set is |N i |. A graph is connected if given any pair of nodes (i, j), either (i, j) ∈ E or there exist some intermediate nodes such that
The graph Laplacian
is a symmetric and positive semidefinite (PSD) matrix with real and non-negative eigenvalues for undirected graphs. Moreover, for a connected graph,
n denotes the state of node i at time k. For concise notation, the locations of all the nodes at time k are stacked in vector
T ∈ R n , I n ∈ R n ×n denotes identity matrix, and 0 n ×m denotes a matrix of dimension n × m with all entries equal to 0. Boldface letters like z k denote collections of vectors, and their subscript represents time.
II. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

A. System Setup
We consider a multiagent system in which the agents collaborate to achieve some desired global objective by communicating with each other. The communication network is represented by a graph G(V, E) where V is the set of agents and E is the set of edges. An edge exists between nodes i and j if they can communicate with each other. We assume that the communication network is time invariant and is represented by a fixed graph. The neighborhood of agent i is N i , which is the set of all the agents it can communicate with. The communication network topology is algebraically represented by graph Laplacian.
Since the state of each agent belongs to R n , we define extended Laplacian as follows:
Next, we present the steps involved in the proposed framework followed by a detailed discussion on each step.
B. Framework Description
In the proposed framework, we divide the process of implementing a control policy into two phases, an offline phase and an online phase. The offline phase is a design phase, which is centralized and completed before the deployment of the system. In this phase, the objective is to formulate an approximate problem such that 1) the cost of each agent only depends on its local information; 2) the resulting system dynamics are stable; and 3) the approximate cost function is close to optimal cost function in some sense. The online phase is an implementation phase in which any efficient distributed optimization algorithm is implemented to solve the approximate problem online. The steps involved in the proposed framework are as follows.
Step 1: Formulate the problem as an infinite horizon discounted LQR problem
is the system matrix, and B ∈ R n (N ×q ) is the input matrix, where q is the number of inputs. In the cost function, Q is some PSD matrix that satisfies the constraints of the communication network, i.e.,
R is a diagonal and PD matrix of appropriate dimensions. To ensure that the closed-loop system is stable we assume that A and B are such that (Q, A) is observable and (A, B) is controllable. The parameter α ∈ (0, 1) is a discount factor that exponentially reduces the weight of future states in the cost function.
Step 2: Using the principle of optimality, formulate the equivalent one-stage lookahead problem with optimal cost to go
In the above-mentioned formulation, J * (·) is the optimal cost to go and is a quadratic function of the matrix K, which is the PD solution of the Riccati equation
For infinite horizon discounted LQR problem, the optimal policy is
Step 3: Project the constraints of the communication network on K and find a symmetric and PSD matrix K L that satisfies the constraints of the communication network, i.e.,
where L is the extended Laplacian matrix and " * " represents a free entry that can have any value. We will have a detailed discussion in the next section on selecting the free variables.
Step 4: Formulate an approximate optimization problem
whereJ(·) is the approximate cost to go and is defined as follows:J
The resulting greedy policy will bê
Thus, to ensure stability, (A − BL) should be a stable matrix.
Step 5: Solve the approximate problem (P1) online by implementing some efficient distributed optimization algorithm.
C. Discussion
In the proposed framework, the offline phase consists of Steps 1 to 4, in which an approximate problem with one-step lookahead is formulated. The online phase comprises Step 5, in which a distributed optimization algorithm is implemented.
In Step 1, LQR paradigm is selected because of the fact that a variety of problems can either be formulated directly or can be well approximated as LQR problems. The advantage of using infinite horizon is that it yields analytical expression for the optimal cost to go, which assists in the equivalent one-step formulation of the problem. The one-step formulation of the problem simplifies the approximation process and the comparison of the suboptimal performance with the optimal performance. However, if the optimal cost does not have an analytical expression, the ideas presented in this paper can still be applied by finding functions that lower bound the optimal cost function, as presented in [26] and [27] .
Finally, the discounted problem formulation aids in approximating finite horizon problems as infinite horizon problems. The discount factor α ∈ (0, 1) serves two purposes in this problem formulation.
1) It ensures that the total cost of the infinite horizon problem remains bounded. 2) It enables us to approximate a finite horizon problem as an infinite horizon problem. This parameter can be adjusted based on system simulations and the structure of the system and the cost function.
In
Step 2, after formulating the one-step problem with optimal cost to go, the problem can still be solved using distributed optimization algorithms. However, the optimal matrix K does not guarantee to satisfy the communication network constraints. In fact, for most of the applications, all the entries of K are nonzero implying that the cost of all the agents are coupled. Therefore, in decomposition-based algorithms like dual decomposition or primal dual decomposition, or in ADMM-based algorithms, all the agents will have to communicate with each other. Consensusbased algorithms can still be used because they only require communication among neighbors. However, they have slow convergence, which severely effects the real-time requirements of the system and results in significant energy overhead.
In Steps 3 and 4, necessary conditions are provided for the approximate cost to go matrix. The constraint of positive semidefiniteness is standard for the terminal cost of LQR problems. The imposition of communication network constraints on the optimal matrix K decouples the cost of an agent from nonneighboring nodes and allows us to use fast distributed optimization algorithms. Additional constraints can also be imposed on the approximate cost function depending on an application.
The key question is how to compute the approximate cost function. This is an active area of research in approximate dynamic programming and various techniques for computing suboptimal policies exist in the literature (see [1] , [2] , and the references therein for details). One approach is presented recently in [27] in which approximate cost function is restricted to a finite-dimensional subspace, i.e.,
where ξ (l) are the coefficients and K (l) are the basis functions. Then, a convex optimization problem is solved to find optimal coefficients, which yields an approximate cost function that tightly lower bounds the optimal cost function.
For the example setup in Section IV, we will use a simple approach in which all the entries of K corresponding to nonneighboring agents are zeroed out and the remaining entries are retained, while maintaining the Laplacian structure of the matrix. We prove that this approximate cost function will result in stable system dynamics for a class of problems.
In
Step 5, an efficient distributed optimization algorithm is implemented to solve the approximate problem online. The advantage of the approximate problem is that it allows the use of efficient optimization algorithms with communication among neighboring nodes only.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze system performance and derive bounds for the maximum gap between the optimal policy and a suboptimal policy derived under the proposed framework. In Section III-B, we consider multiagent systems comprising identical and dynamically decoupled agents. For such systems we present detailed stability analysis and prove that the closedloop system is stabilized by an approximate policy generated by following the proposed framework.
The performance bounds are derived under the assumption that the system dynamics are stable. The stability of the system dynamics ensures a bounded state space. Therefore, the performance analysis of the system can be restricted to a bounded set S that is invariant under the system dynamics. A set S is invariant under policy µ if z ∈ S implies that z + = z + Bµ(z) ∈ S. The max norm of a function J over a set S is
Let Sμ be an invariant set under policyμ. Let S * be the minimum set such that 1) Sμ ⊆ S * and 2) z 0 ∈ Sμ implies that
For any function J : S * → R, the mappings T and Tμ are such that (T J) : Sμ → R and (Tμ J) : Sμ → R, and are defined as follows:
Let T k and T k μ be the composition of the mappings T and Tμ with themselves k times respectively, i.e.,
For a stationary policyμ, the associated cost to go function Jμ is
It has been proved in [2] that the optimal cost to go J * satisfies Bellman equation, i.e.,
Similarly, for a stable policyμ, Jμ = Tμ Jμ . A mapping T is a contraction mapping if there exists a scalar β < 1 such that
The monotonicity lemma ([2, Lemma 2.1]) states that for any two functions J andJ defined on S * such that
the following inequalities hold:
Next we analyze the performance of any approximate policy by comparing it with the global optimal policy. Theorem 3.1: Let K L be such that 
To prove Theorem 3.1, we need to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 1: For the sets Sμ and S * defined previously
Proof: To prove (7), the first step is to recognize thatμ is the greedy policy with terminal costJ, so (TμJ) = (TJ). Let c = J − J * S * . Theñ
The second set of inequalities hold because Sμ ⊆ S * . For
Similarly (T (J + c))(z) = (TJ)(z) + αc. Using the monotonicity property of T
which implies that
Next we present the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof: The proof of this result is based on the properties of the mappings defined in (5)
In the above-mentioned proof, (i) is based on triangular inequality, (ii) is based on the result of Proposition 1, and (iii) uses the fact that Sμ ⊆ S * .
A. Performance Analysis With Restricted Overhead Policy
Theorem 3.1 provides an upper bound on the performance gap between the optimal policy µ * and the approximate policŷ µ. Although distributed optimization algorithms are guaranteed to converge to the corresponding centralized solution, the convergence results are asymptotic and may require large number of iterations. For real-time applications, computing a control action quickly is more critical than the optimality of that action. Therefore, depending on system bandwidth, the maximum data rates of the sensing and communication modules, and the available energy budget, the number of iterations for the distributed optimization algorithms must be restricted to some suitable value.
If the number of iterations are restricted too much, the system can become unstable even if the approximate policy is proved to be stable. Therefore, in addition to system constraints, it should be ensured via simulations and experimentation that the selected number of iterations maintain system stability. Limiting the number of iterations can introduce additional performance loss that was not included in Theorem 3.1. In the next result, we will explicitly include this performance loss in our analysis.
Let "iter" be the maximum number of iterations for distributed optimization algorithm andμ iter be the policy with restricted communication iterations. We assume that iter is selected such thatμ iter is a stable policy. For policyμ iter , the associated cost to go function Jμ it e r is Jμ it e r = lim
Following the same procedure as in the previous section, we define three sets to bound the state space. Let Sμ it e r be an invariant set under policyμ iter . Let Sμ be the minimum set such that 1) Sμ it e r ⊆ Sμ and 2) z 0 ∈ Sμ it e r implies that z k +1 = z k + Bμ(z k ) ∈ Sμ for all k > 0. We redefine the set S * as the minimum set such that 1) Sμ ⊆ S * and 
The first step is simply triangular inequality and the next inequality is based on the definition of iter and Theorem 3.1.
One note regarding the limited communication policyμ iter is that it is not necessary to incur a performance loss in going fromμ toμ iter . Althoughμ iter is a limited iteration version of µ, it can be considered as a different approximate policy and the system performance that results fromμ iter may be better than that fromμ. However, there cannot be any guarantees, therefore in computing the performance bounds, we have considered the worst-case scenario.
The performance bounds in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are in terms of the discount factor α and the difference in the optimal and the approximate cost functions . These bounds can be conservative especially if α is close to one as will be observed in Section V. This is true in general for bounds on worst-case performance especially if the state space is large. However, it is important to highlight that these are upper bounds for an entire class of approximate cost functions that have the same .
B. Stability Analysis
In this section, we present stability analysis for a typical multiagent system in which there are N m identical and dynamically decoupled mobile agents and N s stationary agents, as shown in Fig. 1 . The agents are indexed such that N s stationary agents are stacked after N m mobile agents. This representation results in a block structure that simplifies the analysis. The stationary agents in this architecture can serve multiple purposes. These can be anchor nodes with more storage and higher computational capabilities, which can receive and store information from mobile agents and perform complex operations that cannot be completed by mobile agents particularly in real time. The stationary agents can also correspond to base stations that need to communicate with each other and the mobile agents may act as relay nodes to facilitate the communication. Proof: LetH = BL and λ i be the ith eigenvalue of
Lemma 3.1: Consider the following one-step lookahead problemμ
(z) = arg min u z T Qz + u T Ru + αJ(z + ) s.t. z + = Az + Bu
where Q is as defined in (P) and approximate cost to goJ is
J(z) = z T Hz.
If H is symmetric and PSD and
To prove that the system is marginally stable, we need to show that |λ i | ≤ 1 for all i = {1, 2, . . . , n(N m + N s )} and (I n (N m +N s ) −H) has n(N m + N s ) independent eigenvectors. For analysis purposes, we partition H as follows:
where
where H f = B T HB. Using the properties of block matrices, the eigenvalues ofH are the eigenvalues of α(αH f + R) − The marginal stability is because of the existence of multiple zero eigenvalues of the closed-loop system matrix. This implies that the system will converge to the null space of the matrix (I n (N m +N s ) − BL). Thus, in Lemma 3.1, we provided sufficient conditions in terms of the structure of the matrices A, B, and R, for the stability of the closed-loop system under the proposed framework.
IV. CO-OPTIMIZATION OF MOBILITY AND COMMUNICATION
Consider two base stations B 1 and B 2 separated by a distance d. Without loss of generality we can assume that the base station B 1 is located at the origin. The objective is to establish an uninterrupted communication link between these base stations for a time interval of length T with minimum energy consumption. One possible solution to this problem is to place multiple relay nodes at some optimal locations to minimize the overall communication energy consumption.
The problem of optimal placement of relay nodes to cooptimize mobility and communication has been actively studied over the recent years (see, e.g., [6] [7] [8] [9] and [13] ). In [6] , synchronous and asynchronous distributed algorithms were presented for steering relay nodes to the optimal locations for establishing a communication link between two base stations. In [7] , a similar problem was considered, but the proposed solutions were based on heuristics and no optimality guarantees were provided. In [8] and [9] this problem was addressed for a single agent under realistic communication and channel models. In [10] and [11] , both mobility and communication costs were included but a centralized setup was considered.
From [6] , the power required to successfully transmit q bits of data over a distance d is where κ C = ηq, η is the proportionality constant and b reflects the additional power consumed by transmitter/receiver circuitry. In this paper we are interested in communication power only, so assume b = 0.
The energy required to establish the communication link between the two base stations will be high for large values of d and T . One solution is to use N relay nodes, as shown in Fig. 2 . Depending on the value of N and the deployment locations of the nodes, the overall energy consumption can be significantly reduced. For minimum energy consumption, the relay nodes must be evenly spaced on the straight line between the two base stations [6] . However, we are interested in a scenario in which the initial deployment of the nodes is random, and the relay nodes need to estimate and move to the optimal locations in a decentralized manner while maintaining the communication link. This redeployment toward the optimal locations will have its own cost that must be accounted for.
Let z i (k) denote the location of relay node i at time k for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, and z N +1 (k) and z N +2 (k) denote the locations of the base stations B 1 and B 2 , respectively. Because the base stations remain stationary, z N +1 (k) and z N +2 (k) are constant values. This network of the relay nodes and the base stations is represented by a graph G c = (V, E) in which the vertex set V consists of N relay nodes {1, 2, . . . , N} and two base stations {N + 1, N + 2}.
To find the optimal locations of the relay nodes, we assume that the system satisfies the following properties.
Assumptions:
1) The relay nodes are mobile nodes with single integrator dynamics
where u i (k) ∈ R 2 is the input at time k. 2) The communication network is a line graph, and it remains fixed, i.e., L ∈ R (N +2)×(N +2) is a constant matrix. Although the communication link is established initially, the overall energy consumption can be minimized if the relay nodes can somehow move to the optimal locations in an efficient manner. However, there is no leader or centralized authority that has the knowledge of the optimal locations, so the nodes need to figure it out locally based on communication with their neighbors. To ensure that the overall energy consumption is minimized, it is imperative to incorporate the cost of mobility in the system model because mobility is orders of magnitude expensive than communication. From [22] , mobility power consumption can be approximated to be a linear function of speed, i.e.,
where u(k) is the robot's velocity at time k. We assume that mobility cost of a node is proportional to the square of its speed, that is, ψ( u(k) ) = κ M u(k) 2 , where κ M is a mobility constant. This choice of mobility model is valid for ground vehicles that use dc motors and operate at low speeds. The advantage of this model is that it will help in obtaining an analytical solution to the optimization problem.
To solve this problem, we will follow the five steps in the proposed framework.
A. Application of the Proposed Framework
The first step is to formulate an infinite horizon discounted LQR problem. The total cost that is to be minimized is the sum of the mobility cost J mob and the communication cost J comm of the system. Thus, the stage cost in problem P is
and the terminal cost is
In this example, the dimension of state space, the number of mobile agents, and the number of stationary agents is n = 2, N m = N , and N s = 2, respectively. The second step is to formulate the equivalent one-stage lookahead problem with stationary optimal cost to go as its terminal cost. Next we will show that for this problem and a class of similar problems, the matrix K, which is the PD solution of the Riccati equation, is a nonsingular M matrix with all the entries equal to nonzero. 
, and R = κ M I 2N , then the PD solution of the Riccati equation
is also an M matrix. Moreover, if Q is a Laplacian matrix of a connected graph then all the entries of K are nonzero.
Proof:
The proof is presented in the appendix. For this example, Q = L , which implies that it is an M matrix and Proposition 2 is applicable. Thus, the optimal policy is centralized and each agent requires state information of all the other agents to compute the optimal cost to go. The next step is to compute an approximate cost to go matrix K L . As discussed in the previous section, this is an active area of research and various criteria can be used. For this example, we define K L as follows:
Here, K L is a projection of K on the sparsity structure of L and the diagonal entries are adjusted to ensure that the resulting matrix is graph Laplacian. Since K is an M matrix, as shown in Proposition 2, the matrix K L is guaranteed to be a symmetric and PSD matrix and it satisfies the communication constraints of the network by construction. Therefore, K L is a feasible candidate for an approximate cost to go matrix. The proposed approximate cost to go function is
and the approximate problem iŝ
with dynamics and constraints specified in P. Based on Lemma 3.1, the proposed policy will result in stable dynamics because K L is symmetric and PSD and the matrices A, B, and R have the right structure. We want to re-emphasize that this is one choice of approximate cost function. We can always rely on sophisticated methods for finding approximate cost functions that are optimal in some sense. However, this paper is not about such methods. Therefore, we are using a simple approach to demonstrate the steps involved in the proposed framework.
The final step is efficient online implementation of the distributed problem. Since the cost of each agent only depends on the states of its immediate neighbors, we can use dual decomposition algorithm. In dual decomposition, the coupling between the costs of neighboring agents is removed by introducing local estimates of coupling variables. Let u 
Each agent can compute its local dual function L i as a function of its dual variables, independent of all the other agents. The dual function of the problem is the sum of all the local dual functions, i.e.,
and the dual problem is the maximization of the dual function
The dual problem can be solved via gradient method in which each dual variable is updated as follows:
At each time k, agent i starts by assuming some initial values of the dual variables in vector λ i and computes L i . Then, it communicates with all agents j ∈ N i to receive their estimates of its control input u j i and executes the update step. At the same time, it transmits its estimates u i j to all j ∈ N i . These two steps are repeated until the gradient method does not change the dual variables significantly. In Section V, we will present the results of dual decomposition algorithm with limited number of update steps for the dual ascent problem. There are some results in the literature like [17] that relate the number of iterations of the dual decomposition algorithm to the resulting performance. These results can be used to estimate the suitable number of iterations for the algorithm and the performance loss that can be expected.
V. SIMULATION
To verify the performance of the proposed framework, we simulated the above-mentioned system with two base stations and six relay nodes. The details of the simulated system are as follows. The simulation results are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 . In Fig. 3(a) and (b) , a comparison of the costs incurred by the system under the optimal and the proposed policies is presented for α = 0.99 and α = 0.85, respectively. In both the figures, the solid line is the stage cost under the optimal policy g(z k , µ * (z k )) and the dashed line is the stage cost under the suboptimal policy g(z k ,μ iter (z k )) for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }. From these figures, it is evident that under the suboptimal policy the system performance is almost the same as the optimal one for both the cases even with only two iterations of the distributed optimization algorithm. Thus, the proposed policy is suitable for online distributed implementation.
In Fig. 4(a)-(d) , the trajectories of the relay nodes for the optimal and the proposed policy are presented. When α = 0.99, the system behavior resembles that of infinite horizon problem and the final locations of the relay nodes lie on the straight line between the two base stations equidistant from each other, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) . However, for α = 0.85, the system behaves like a finite horizon problem since the relay nodes stop before reaching the straight line, as shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d) . Thus, by varying the value of α we can formulate finite horizon problems as infinite horizon problems. To find a suitable value of α, we can simulate the system with different values and use the one that best describes the system behavior.
Finally, we compute the performance bounds for the simulated system based on Theorem 3.2. Given the initial locations of the relay nodes z 0 , we define the set Sμ it e r as the trajectory of the nodes under the policyμ iter starting from z 0
Sμ it e r = {z ∈ R 2(N +2) :
whereL is defined in (4) for policyμ iter . The set Sμ is the union of trajectories that result under the policyμ with each that is, ημ it e r is the maximum error between the optimal and the suboptimal policies computed based on system simulation, and ημ it e r max is the analytically computed upper bound. Then, for the simulated system, the performance bounds and the actual performance results are as follows:
As pointed out in Section III, the upper bounds are conservative but these bounds still help the designers to prepare for the worst-case scenario.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a real-time framework for computing suboptimal control actions for distributed multiagent systems. In the proposed framework, the emphasis was on intelligently utilizing the prior information of the system to formulate an infinite horizon discounted LQR problem, which provided an analytical expression for the optimal cost function. Using this function as a standard, we computed approximate cost function that was close to the optimal function, resulted in stable dynamics, and satisfied the communication network constraints, that is, costs of non-neighboring nodes were decoupled. Finally we used efficient distributed optimization algorithms to solve the problem online. We also derived novel upper bounds for performance gap between the optimal and the suboptimal policies with restrictive communication among neighboring nodes.
APPENDIX PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Proof: If B = I 2(N +2) and α = 1, then this result has been proved in [23, Th. 5 .1]. We will extend this result for B and α as defined previously. We start the proof by representing the matrices Q and K as block matrices following the convention introduced in ( .
The last equality is based on matrix decomposition, B T KB = K f and B T QB = Q f and multiplying both sides by R −1 . Because R = κ M I 2N , it commutes with any square matrix. Using matrix inversion lemma
From (11),
Using this equality in the above-mentioned equation yields the following quadratic equation:
After performing a series of simple algebraic manipulations
. Since Q f is a symmetric PSD M matrix, G is a PD M matrix and G s = √ G is also a PD M matrix [25] , and all of its entries are nonzero [23] . Using [23, 
√
G is an M matrix with negative off-diagonal entries. Now, R −1 K is a PD matrix, so its principal submatrix R −1 K f is also PD. Thus, all the diagonal entries of R −1 K f are positive proving that K f is a PD M matrix.
